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The Church of Rome - Christopher
Wordsworth 1853
The Theory of Objectification - Luis Radford
2021-04-06
The theory of objectification offers a perspective
to conceptualize learning as a collective culturalhistorical process and to transform classrooms
into sites of communal life where students make
the experience of an ethics of solidarity,
plurality, and inclusivity.
Giochi per la mente. Esercizi e problemi
logico-matematici per prepararsi a test e
concorsi e per ragionare divertendosi - Fabio
Ciuffoli 2011-09-15T00:00:00+02:00
1796.236
Pitagora si diverte. 77 giochi matematici - Gilles
Cohen 2006
Swiftiana - Jonathan Swift 1804
Fatigue - Angelo Mosso 2018-02-15
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a

reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Lobačevskij - Renato Betti 2005
Mathability - Shakuntala Devi
Nothing is more important. In today’s
increasingly complex and technological world
the most important thing you can do for your
child is to nurture mathability. It is an attitude.
Those who say that their child is poor at maths’
are doing themselves an injustice. They are
undermining the child’s future. Mathability is a
skill that teaches a child how to think.
Mathability is a skill that develops the inherent
intelligence potential. It enhances problem
solving abilities and analytical focus. The
methods and the techniques are just as suitable
for adults as for children. Indeed, many of the
methods have altered the mindset even of senior
executives and housewives. To something that is
often subjected to complexity, confusion, and
prejudices, Shakuntala Devi brings clarity,
simplicity, and practicality. She corrects many of
the generally held misconceptions and
effectively demonstrates how mathability is an
acquired skill. Nurture Mathability. Nurture
Success.
At the Crossroads of the Earth and the Sky Gary Urton 2013-12-18
Above Misminay, the sky also is so divided by
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the alternation of the two axes of the Milky Way
passing through the zenith. This mirror-image
quadri-partition of terrestrial and celestial
spheres is such that a point within one of the
quarters of the earth is related to a point within
the corresponding celestial quarter. The
transition between the earth and the sky occurs
at the horizon, where sacred mountains are
related to topographic and celestial features.
Based on fieldwork in Misminay, Peru, Gary
Urton details a cosmology in which the Milky
Way is central. This is the first study that
provides a description and analysis of the
astronomical and cosmological system in a
contemporary community in the Americas.
Separate chapters take up the sun, the moon,
meteorological phenomena, the stars, and the
planets. Star-to-star constellations, the "animal"
dark-cloud constellations that cut through the
Milky Way, and certain twilight- and midnightzenith stars are analyzed in terms of their spatial
and temporal integration within an indigenous
cosmological framework. Urton breaks new
ground by demonstrating the indigenous
merging of such forms of "precise knowledge" as
astronomy, meteorology, agriculture, and the
correlation of astronomical and biological cycles
within a single calendar system. More than sixty
diagrams clarify this Quechua system of
astronomy and relate it to more familiar
principles of Western astronomy and cosmology.
Architecture, Mysticism and Myth - W. R.
Lethaby 2019-01-08
This classic explores the symbolism of classical
architecture. A milestone in relating mysticism
to design, it shows the correlation between
mythology and the design of St. Paul's
Cathedral, the Taj Mahal, the Palace of
Versailles, and other architectural masterpieces.
This delightful book describes the symbolism of
real-world architecture, as well as architecture
described in fiction, myth and folklore. Lethaby
believed that architecture reflected the
macrocosm. He speculated that many of the
seemingly ornamental details of classical
buildings actually represented aspects of the
land, the sea and the sky. This is one of those
books like the Golden Bough or the White
Goddess (albeit shorter and a less challenging
read) that will turn you on to the mythopoetic
side of reality, no matter whether you agree with

its conclusions.
Scacchi e scimpanzé. Matematica per
giocatori razionali - Roberto Lucchetti 2012
Julian the Apostate - Gaetano Negri 1905
Lifelong Kindergarten - Mitchel Resnick
2018-08-28
How lessons from kindergarten can help
everyone develop the creative thinking skills
needed to thrive in today's society. In
kindergartens these days, children spend more
time with math worksheets and phonics
flashcards than building blocks and finger paint.
Kindergarten is becoming more like the rest of
school. In Lifelong Kindergarten, learning expert
Mitchel Resnick argues for exactly the opposite:
the rest of school (even the rest of life) should be
more like kindergarten. To thrive in today's fastchanging world, people of all ages must learn to
think and act creatively—and the best way to do
that is by focusing more on imagining, creating,
playing, sharing, and reflecting, just as children
do in traditional kindergartens. Drawing on
experiences from more than thirty years at MIT's
Media Lab, Resnick discusses new technologies
and strategies for engaging young people in
creative learning experiences. He tells stories of
how children are programming their own games,
stories, and inventions (for example, a diary
security system, created by a twelve-year-old
girl), and collaborating through remixing,
crowdsourcing, and large-scale group projects
(such as a Halloween-themed game called Night
at Dreary Castle, produced by more than twenty
kids scattered around the world). By providing
young people with opportunities to work on
projects, based on their passions, in
collaboration with peers, in a playful spirit, we
can help them prepare for a world where
creative thinking is more important than ever
before.
Giordano Bruno's the Heroic Frenzies 2017-02
Cover -- TABLE OF CONTENTS -- PREFACE -INTRODUCTION -- I. The London period and De
gli eroici furori -- II. The poetry of the Stil novisti
-- III. The sonnet sequence of De gli eroici furori
-- IV. De gli eroici furori and the emblematic
tradition -- THE HEROIC FRENZIES -- Argument
of the Nolan -- The Apology of the Nolan -- FIRST
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PART -- First Dialogue -- Second Dialogue -Third Dialogue -- Fourth Dialogue -- Fifth
Dialogue -- SECOND PART -- First Dialogue -Second Dialogue -- Third Dialogue -- Fourth
Dialogue -- Fifth Dialogue -- BIBLIOGRAPHY
Imagine Math 7 - Michele Emmer 2020-10-07
Imagine mathematics, imagine with the help of
mathematics, imagine new worlds, new
geometries, new forms. Imagine building
mathematical models that make it possible to
manage our world better, imagine solving great
problems, imagine new problems never before
thought of, imagine combining music, art,
poetry, literature, architecture, theatre and
cinema with mathematics. Imagine the
unpredictable and sometimes counterintuitive
applications of mathematics in all areas of
human endeavour. This seventh volume starts
with a homage to the Italian artist Mimmo
Paladino who created exclusively for the Venice
Conference 2019 ten original and unique works
of art paper dedicated to the themes of the
meeting. A large section is dedicated to the most
recent Fields Medals including a Homage to
Maryam Mirzakhani including a presentation of
the exhibition on soap bubbles in art and science
that took place in 2019. A section is dedicated to
cinema and theatre including the performances
by Claire Bardainne & Adrien Mondot. A part of
the conference focused on the community of
mathematicians, their role in literature and even
in politics with the extraordinary example of
Antanas Mockus Major of Bogotá. Mathematics
in the constructions of bridges, in particular in
Italy in the Sixties was presented by Tullia Iori.
A very particular contribution on Origami by a
mathematician, Marco Abate and an artist,
Alessandro Beber. And many other topics. As
usual the topics are treated in a way that is
rigorous but captivating, detailed and full of
evocations. This is an all-embracing look at the
world of mathematics and culture. The world,
life, culture, everything has changed in a few
weeks with the Coronavirus. Culture, science are
the main ways to safeguard people's physical
and social life. Trust in humanity's creativity and
ability. The motto today in Italy is Everything
will be fine. This work is addressed to all those
who have an interest in Mathematics.
Matematica in camicia nera - Angelo
Guerraggio 2005

Giftedness and Talent - Nadine Ballam
2017-11-01
This book brings together recent postgraduate
research in the broad area of giftedness, talent
development and gifted education conducted
across New Zealand and Australia. It addresses
the significant demand for research in the field
undertaken outside the United States and offers
valuable practical insights. Divided into 14
chapters, the book explores giftedness and
talent in a diverse range of socioeconomic
cohorts and contexts, including examinations of
gender, race and ethnicity. Though primarily
intended for practitioners, it will also benefit
undergraduate and postgraduate students,
researchers and educators in New Zealand,
Australia and beyond.
Giornale della libreria - 2001
PISA The PISA 2003 Assessment Framework
Mathematics, Reading, Science and
Problem Solving Knowledge and Skills OECD 2004-03-02
The PISA 2003 Assessment Framework presents
the conceptual underpinning of the PISA 2003
assessments. Within each assessment area, the
volume defines the content that students need to
acquire, the processes that need to be
performed and the contexts in which knowledge
and skills are applied.
Cartier Design Viewed - Ettore Sottsass 2002
This catalogue accompanies an international
touring jewellery exhibition. Ettore Sottsass
presents the Collection Art de Cartier, viewing
the collection as a reflection of form and design,
while understanding its function and relation
with the surrounding space and bodies it adorns.
Arte e matematica in Luca Pacioli e Leonardo da
Vinci - Matteo Martelli 2020
Teaching Reading in Mathematics - 2002-06-30
Tre in uno - Consolato Pellegrino 2013-03-07
Riuscireste voi, con tutta la fantasia del mondo,
a mettere insieme in un unico ragionamento buoi
e infinità del continuo, tangram e palloni da
calcio? Occorre una bella faccia tosta anche solo
a proporlo, non trovate? Certo, se siete abituati
a mangiare le favolose torte di nonna Sofia e vi
chiamate Andrea, tutto diventa più facile; i buoi
fanno parte di leggendarie storie matematiche
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dell'antica Trinacria, chiamando in causa
addirittura Diofanto; il confronto uno-a-uno fra
insiemi continui viene, più che concepito,
idealizzato da un tedesco di nome Georg; il
tangram, al di là della sua apparenza leggera e
giocosa, in realtà nasconde misteri matematici
tuttora aperti. E il pallone da calcio? Ma dai,
questo lo sa anche nonna Sofia, non ha mica
bisogno di un Andrea che glielo spieghi ... Tutti
sanno che il pallone da calcio è un icosaedro
convesso troncato che ha come facce 20 esagoni
e 12 pentagoni regolari; è per questo che
Maradona faceva quei goal geniali, per via delle
sue indiscusse competenze matematiche: colpiva
sempre l'angolo interno di un pentagono; mentre
per fare il cucchiaio alla Totti bisogna colpire il
centro di un esagono. Lo sanno anche i bambini.
Ma se nonna Sofia ha bisogno di essere sorpresa
e sedotta dal nipotino Andrea, allora si possono
chiamare in causa le coniche, i paradossi, la
trisezione dell'angolo generico (con riga e
compasso?) e le passeggiate sui ponti di certe
famose K-città adagiate su P-fiumi. In questo
modo c'è materiale succulento da offrire ai
fanatici delle letture dei dialoghi: le posizioni
non sono più stereotipate e Tito e Luciana, oh
pardon, Andrea e Sofia, possono essere tra loro
scambiati. Come, come, lettore, non ci stai
capendo niente? Oh, bella, dillo a me, che li
conosco di persona e che so che sono in tre
anche quando dicono d'essere in due; perché
non c'è storia, frase, animazione, disegno,
aneddoto, citazione, frase, data, formula,
teorema, congettura, che Tito non abbia
discusso dettagliatissimissimamente con Anna.
Quando si sveglia la mattina, lui mica beve il
caffè leggendo il quotidiano, come tutti i
pensionati del mondo; no, lui racconta ad Anna
tutte le elucubrazioni notturne su meccano,
gioco, filatelia e gli altri ambiti nei quali ha
deciso di inserire le sue storie, che spesso sono
storie di storie. (Lei dorme, lui sogna). Solo
passato quel vaglio, giunge alla proposta, ne
parla anche con Luciana e parte con
accuratissima bibliografia e insidiose note
micidiali. Ah, le note; si sarebbe potuto fare due
volumi, testo e note, sì 457 note a fondo libro, ho
detto quattrocentocinquentasette, ciascuna più
gustosa e ricca delle altre; ma qualcuno l'ha mai
fatto un libro di sole note? Io una volta scrissi un
racconto (pubblicato nel mio superpremiato libro

Icosaedro), che era formato di 2 righe di testo e
di infinite note a pie' di pagina. Ma io l'ho fatto
apposta, Tito no, per lui la nota è nota, serve per
entrare in dettaglio, per dire fuori testo quel che
il testo non può dire, la chiosa ghiotta, l'appiglio
colto, la finezza succulenta, che invoglia il
lettore a impegnarsi nell'andare a cercare
cercare per sapere sapere. Sono note sfiziose,
tutte, ciascuna potrebbe essere un oggetto per
un nuovo dialogo fra Sofia ed Andrea. Già lo
immagino, un labirinto-dialogo. Dal punto di
vista storico c'è di tutto, dagli arpenodapti
piramidali agli sferici creatori di giochi
matematici, fra i quali spicca il suo beniamino
Martin Gardner (che è poi beniamino di tutti noi
... giocherelloni) (e questo avrei potuto metterlo
in nota) (e anche questo) (...), da Galileo a
Lakatos, da chi si interessa agli aspetti affettivi,
a chi vuol dimostrare o contraddire congetture,
c'è spazio per tutti. E così, mentre Andrea
sorprende questa splendida e cusaniana nonna
Sofia (dottamente ignorante) in un dialogo che
ha il sapore di un testo socratico-galileianolakatosiano a forma di (altro) labirinto, mentre
convince noi stessi all'interno di un effetto
Droste senza fine, la matematica ti avvince, ti
lascia come attonito, intrigante, appunto. Se sai
le cose, sei ammaliato dal modo in cui esse sono
raccontate e Simplicio ci fa la figura del
dilettante; se non le sai, cavolo!, ti prende la
frenesia di saperle, perché non è possibile
arrivare in fondo ad un periodo ignorando gli
infiniti riferimenti e le mille note che illustrano e
illuminano gli argomenti trattati, uno per uno.
Certo, tutto ciò, scritto in un testo di carta, con
copertina, pagine, inchiostro ha il suo fascino,
ma anche le sue limitazioni; in un testo di carta,
come avrebbe fatto Tito a farci stare le sue
animazioni, il pop up, i colori? Lui con le
animazioni mica scherza, le costruisce con una
pazienza certosina e la usa per spiegare, non per
illustrare. Prendete quella del teorema di
Pitagora e lasciatevi sorprendere. In un libro di
carta, sarebbe stato impossibile, in uno
elettronico tutto è possibile. Nonna Sofia si
lascia avvincere dal tangram, ma mai smette di
produrre torte e simili leccornie; Andrea non
molla mai, te lo immagini a mangiare per
punizione tutte le torte preparate da Sofia con
immagini ottenute con i sette pezzi tan, parlando
e masticando? E che cosa gli diamo da bere e a
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questo giovane filomatematico mangiatorte?
Mistero! E Tito? E Luciana? E Anna? A chi
toccano le torte? Le fa forse Tito e Luciana le
mangia? Stento a crederlo, credo invece ad una
collaborazione su diversi piani. Alla prorompente
immaginazione creativa di Tito, che contrasta
con la sua pignoleria allucinante e severa ma
garbata, si contrappongono le sensate e
lungimiranti vedute di Luciana ed Anna. Non c'è
immagine, formula, testo, figura, ipotesi, ... che
non venga vagliata in modalità multiforme,
discussa nei dettagli, anche le singole note, i
singoli riferimenti, come solo gli ipercritici
creativi sanno fare. Andrea: Nonna, e allora, ti
piace la matematica? Sofia: Sì, adesso devo
proprio dire di sì. Ma non è la matematica che
pensavo io, questa è una matematica davvero
intrigante, non noiosa e piena di stereotipi.
Andrea: Certo nonna, è sempre così quando ci
mette lo zampino zio Tito. Sofia: Imparare
questa matematica mi piace, mi dà
soddisfazione, risponde a tante curiosità. Ma
adesso è così la matematica che si fa a scuola?
Andrea: Non lo so quel che avviene nelle altre
scuole, nella mia classe no. Sofia: Ma è proprio
vero che c'è un legame fra matematica e arte,
letteratura e poesia? Andrea: Ma certo, nonna,
come fai a dubitarne, dopo tutti gli esempi che ti
ho dato? Diamo questo dialogo in mano a tutta
quella gente che ... "io la matematica non", e
stiamo a vedere quante Sofie emergono. Bruno
D'Amore, già professore ordinario, PhD in
Mathematics Education Docente di "Didattica
della Matematica" Dipartimento di Matematica Università di Bologna
10 Little Rubber Ducks Board Book - Eric Carle
2010-01-26
10 little rubber ducks overboard! Get swept
away on a high-seas voyage of discovery with 10
little rubber ducks as they float to every part of
the world. They all find adventure, but one duck
finds something very special!
The History of Greek Philosophy: The preSocratics - Luciano De Crescenzo 1989
Iqbal - Francesco D'Adamo 2010-05-11
When young Iqbal is sold into slavery at a carpet
factory, his arrival changes everything for the
other overworked and abused chidren there. It is
Iqbal who explains to them that despite their
master's promises, he plans on keeping them as

his slaves indefinetely. But it is also Iqbal who
inspires the other children to look to a future
free from toil...and is brave enough to show
them how to get there. This moving fictionalized
account of the real Iqbal Masih is told through
the voice of Fatima, a young Pakistani girl whose
life is changed by Iqbal's courage.
Flatterland - Ian Stewart 2010-10-08
First there was Edwin A. Abbott's remarkable
Flatland, published in 1884, and one of the alltime classics of popular mathematics. Now, from
mathematician and accomplished science writer
Ian Stewart, comes what Nature calls "a superb
sequel." Through larger-than-life characters and
an inspired story line, Flatterland explores our
present understanding of the shape and origins
of the universe, the nature of space, time, and
matter, as well as modern geometries and their
applications. The journey begins when our
heroine, Victoria Line, comes upon her greatgreat-grandfather A. Square's diary, hidden in
the attic. The writings help her to contact the
Space Hopper, who tempts her away from her
home and family in Flatland and becomes her
guide and mentor through ten dimensions. In the
tradition of Alice in Wonderland and The
Phantom Toll Booth, this magnificent
investigation into the nature of reality is
destined to become a modern classic.
The Life and Death of Krishnamurti - Mary
Lutyens 2012-05-31
J Krishnamurti (1896-1986) was one of the most
important spiritual leaders of his time.
Discovered by the Theosophist as a boy in India,
he was groomed by them as the new Messiah, a
role he rejected when he set out independently
on his own spiritual quest. Travelling the world,
lecturing and teaching, he acquired an
enormous following, including many eminent
statesmen and intellectuals. As one of
Krishnamurti’s closest friends and devotees,
Mary Lutyens is uniquely qualified to write his
biography. Indeed, she has written three
previous volumes on him, but only after his
death in 1986 did she feel able to produce this
book, bringing the life and philosophy of this
fascinating and complex man into true
perspective.
Drawn and Quartered - E. M. Cioran 2012-11-13
"A brilliant and original exponent of a rare
genre, the philosophical essay. Once read,
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Cioran cannot fail to provoke reaction.”—New
York Times Book Review
Signs of the Inka Khipu - Gary Urton
2009-03-06
In an age when computers process immense
amounts of information by the manipulation of
sequences of 1s and 0s, it remains a frustrating
mystery how prehistoric Inka recordkeepers
encoded a tremendous variety and quantity of
data using only knotted and dyed strings. Yet the
comparison between computers and khipu may
hold an important clue to deciphering the Inka
records. In this book, Gary Urton sets forth a
pathbreaking theory that the manipulation of
fibers in the construction of khipu created
physical features that constitute binary-coded
sequences which store units of information in a
system of binary recordkeeping that was used
throughout the Inka empire. Urton begins his
theory with the making of khipu, showing how at
each step of the process binary, either/or
choices were made. He then investigates the
symbolic components of the binary coding
system, the amount of information that could
have been encoded, procedures that may have
been used for reading the khipu, the nature of
the khipu signs, and, finally, the nature of the
khipu recording system itself--emphasizing
relations of markedness and semantic coupling.
This research constitutes a major step forward
in building a unified theory of the khipu system
of information storage and communication based
on the sum total of construction features making
up these extraordinary objects.
Mathematical Puzzles and Diversions Martin Gardner 1965
White as Silence, Red as Song - Alessandro
D'Avenia 2018-09-04
Hailed as Italy’s The Fault in Our Stars, this
Italian bestseller is now available for the first
time in English. “I was born on the first day of
school, and I grew up and old in just two
hundred days . . .” Sixteen-year-old Leo has a
way with words, but he doesn’t know it yet. He
spends his time texting, polishing soccer
maneuvers, and killing time with Niko and Silvia.
Until a new teacher arrives and challenges him
to give voice to his dreams. And so Leo is
inspired to win over the red-haired beauty
Beatrice. She doesn’t know Leo exists, but he’s

convinced that his dream will come true. When
Leo lands in the hospital and learns that
Beatrice has been admitted too, his mission to
be there for her will send him on a thrilling but
heartbreaking journey. He wants to help her but
doesn’t know how—and his dream of love will
force him to grow up fast. Having already sold
over a million copies, Alessandro D’Avenia’s
debut novel is considered Italy’s The Fault in
Our Stars. Now available in English for the first
time, this rich, funny, and heartwarming comingof-age tale asks us to explore the meaning—and
the cost—of friendship, and shows us what
happens when suffering bursts into the world of
teenagers and renders the world of adults
speechless.
Scientific Objectivity and Its Contexts Evandro Agazzi 2014-03-11
The first part of this book is of an
epistemological nature and develops an original
theory of scientific objectivity, understood in a
weak sense (as intersubjective agreement
among the specialists) and a strong sense (as
having precise concrete referents). In both cases
it relies upon the adoption of operational criteria
designed within the particular perspective under
which any single science considers reality. The
“object” so attained has a proper ontological
status, dependent on the specific character of
the criteria of reference (regional ontologies).
This justifies a form of scientific realism. Such
perspectives are also the result of a complex
cultural-historical situation. The awareness of
such a “historical determinacy” of science
justifies including in the philosophy of science
the problems of ethics of science, relations of
science with metaphysics and social dimensions
of science that overstep the traditional
restriction of the philosophy of science to an
epistemology of science. It is to this “context”
that the second part of the book is devoted.
Cyberbullying Prevention and Response Justin W. Patchin 2012-03-28
Just as the previous generation was raised in
front of televisions, adolescents at the turn of
the 21st century are being raised in an internetenabled world where blogs, social networking,
and instant messaging are competing with faceto-face and telephone communication as the
dominant means through which personal
interaction takes place. Unfortunately, a small
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but growing proportion of our youth are being
exposed online to interpersonal violence,
aggression, and harassment via cyberbullying.
The mission of this book is to explore the many
critical issues surrounding this new
phenomenon. Key features include the following.
Comprehensive – The book provides a
comprehensive, up-to-date look at the major
issues that teachers, school administrators,
counsellors, social workers, and parents need to
be aware of with respect to cyberbullying
identification, prevention, and response.
Practical – While the information is informed by
research, it is written in an accessible way that
all adults will be able to understand and apply.
Expertise – Justin W. Patchin and Sameer
Hinduja are Co-Directors of the Cyberbullying
Research Center (www.cyberbullying.us).
Chapter authors represent a carefully selected
group of contributors who have demonstrated
both topical expertise and an ability to write
about the topic in clear, easily accessible
language. This book is appropriate for teachers,
administrators, parents and others seeking
research-based guidance on how to deal with the
rising tide of cyberbullying issues. It is also
appropriate for a variety of college level courses
dealing with school violence and educational
administration.
The Mathematical Analysis of Logic - George
Boole 1847
Music by the Numbers - Eli Maor 2020-03-10
How music has influenced mathematics, physics,
and astronomy from ancient Greece to the
twentieth century.
A Mathematician's Lament - Paul Lockhart
2009-04-01
“One of the best critiques of current
mathematics education I have ever seen.”—Keith
Devlin, math columnist on NPR’s Morning
Edition A brilliant research mathematician who
has devoted his career to teaching kids reveals
math to be creative and beautiful and rejects
standard anxiety-producing teaching methods.
Witty and accessible, Paul Lockhart’s
controversial approach will provoke spirited
debate among educators and parents alike and it
will alter the way we think about math forever.

Paul Lockhart, has taught mathematics at Brown
University and UC Santa Cruz. Since 2000, he
has dedicated himself to K-12 level students at
St. Ann’s School in Brooklyn, New York.
Doctor Me Di Cin - Roberto Piumini 2001
The son of the emperor of China is pale and
weak, but when Doctor Me Di Cin tells him to go
for a walk in the fresh air, the prince refuses,
leaving it up to the clever doctor to trick him
into going outside.
Hexaflexagons and Other Mathematical
Diversions - Martin Gardner 2020-10-05
Martin Gardner's Mathematical Games columns
in Scientific American inspired and entertained
several generations of mathematicians and
scientists. Gardner in his crystal-clear prose
illuminated corners of mathematics, especially
recreational mathematics, that most people had
no idea existed. His playful spirit and inquisitive
nature invite the reader into an exploration of
beautiful mathematical ideas along with him.
These columns were both a revelation and a gift
when he wrote them; no one--before Gardner-had written about mathematics like this. They
continue to be a marvel. This volume, originally
published in 1959, contains the first sixteen
columns published in the magazine from
1956-1958. They were reviewed and briefly
updated by Gardner for this 1988 edition.
Geometry of the Passions - Remo Bodei
2018-08-08
The passions have long been condemned as a
creator of disturbance and purveyor of the
temporary loss of reason, but as Remo Bodei
argues in Geometry of the Passions, we must
abandon the perception that order and disorder
are in a constant state of collision. By means of a
theoretical and historical analysis, Bodei
interprets the relationship between passion and
reason as a conflict between two complementary
logics. Geometry of the Passions investigates the
paradoxical conflict-collaboration between
passions and reason, and between individual and
political projects. Tracing the roles passion and
reason have played throughout history, including
in the political agendas of Descartes, Hobbes,
and the French Jacobins, Geometry of the
Passions reveals how passion and reason may be
used as a vehicle for affirmation rather than selfenslavement.
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